Spray Tanning
Pre and Post Spray Care Guide

V. I. D.
Very Important Details

When it comes to how good your tan will turn out and how long it will last, it all
depends on how well you prepare your skin prior to your appointment and how well
you take care of it afterwards. I take extreme care to provide you with an excellent
experience and flawless application, but I can only take 50% credit for the results. The
rest is up to you gorgeous!
Please make sure to read through these instructions in order to get the best results
possible and maintain your tan for 7-10 days or longer. I've broken everything you
need to know down into easy to find categories for reference, but make sure to read
through it all before your first session.
Can't wait to get you glowing!

- Sue

STUDIO APPOINTMENTS
Hey there gorgeous! Here's what you need to know about your studio session:
Studio Address: 13057 Queen Chapel Rd, Woodbridge, VA 22193
My studio is out of my home, not a storefront, so you can be sure of your privacy and comfort. The studio is
located in my basement, separated from my personal living area. There is a separate entrance, bathroom, and
salon space for you convenience.
ENTRANCE DETAILS: Please feel free to park in the driveway or in front of the house. Head around back
along the sidewalk and down the steps to the French doors. The Ring doorbell will alert me that you've arrived.
I do have a dog and a cat, so for their sake as well as privacy I ask that you do not ring the front door. Thank
you.
When you arrive, we’ll head to the studio where you can get undressed/changed. Then, we’ll go over the
spraying process in person for you to see exactly how to stand, so I can get the body as even as possible.
On your first visit, you’ll be asked to fill out a consent form to make sure there aren’t any health issues that
would contraindicate spray tanning for you. It takes about 5 minutes for the actual spraying of the solution and
the drying time. The formulas I use dry very quickly, so by the time I get to the face, the rest of the body is dry.
This allows you to get dressed immediately after without the wait time you can normally experience with other
“booth” type spray tanning. Once dry, I'll apply a layer of my Deluxe Drying Powder to the creases and other
areas that may sweat or rub.

MOBILE APPOINTMENTS
How Should You Prepare?
I'll need about 8x8 feet of space with access to an outlet. If your area is carpeted or has furniture, it is
recommended that you drape a sheet over to keep things clean until after you shower.
What About Clean Up?
The tent contains the overspray, and the extraction fan sucks the solution from the air and runs it through a
filter to keep it all nice and neat. However, it is possible that something could leak or spill, so hardwood floors
or concrete is recommended. If there is any overspray that lands outside the tent, it will easily wipe up from
non-porous surfaces with windex and a paper towel.
What Do I Bring?
Everything I use is portable, and I’ll have everything I need with me right down to the paper towels. I'll have
ground cover, towels, the tent, fan, and machine along with my Premium Rapid Solutions and some aftercare
retail options for purchase.
How Long Does It Take?
It takes about 45 minutes for a single person with setup and breakdown, and each additional person adds
about 10 minutes.
Where Should You Set Up?
Kitchens usually work best due to the tiling. Makes for easy clean up just on the off chance there is a spill.
Bathrooms, garages, and any other uncarpeted room will work, too.

RINSE TIME BY SOLUTION
RAPID

CLASSIC

Premium| $75

$50

Light Tan- 2 Hours
Medium Tan- 3-4 Hours
Dark Tan- 4-6 Hours

8 hours for all depths. You will choose
between Light or Dark at the time of
spray. Can be worn for up to 24 hours
before showering, but will not darken if
worn for more than 8 hours. Depth is
not dependent on shower time like with
rapids.

Premium Dark | $80
6 Hours
Deluxe | $90
Light Tan- 2 Hours
Medium Tan- 3-4 Hours
Dark Tan- 4-6 Hours

BRIDAL
First Spray | $75
Second Spray | $60
Light Tan- 2 Hours
Medium Tan- 3-4 Hours
Dark Tan- 4-6 Hours
Adjust timing based on results of Trial First
Spray Tan.

HOW TO PREPARE
24 Hours Prior to your Spray Tan:
Exfoliate entire body with mild, oil free exfoliant. Oil-free is KEY. Most oily body scrubs contain mineral oils
that coat the body and create a barrier preventing spray tanning solution from penetrating the skin and causes
worse blotchiness than not exfoliating does. If you are exfoliating less than 24 hours before your tanning
session, I recommend soaking in warm water for 30 minutes and using a warm wet washcloth instead.
Concentrate on areas with dry skin build up like elbows, knees, hands, and feet. If you have any old tan left, it
must be removed before your next spray.
After exfoliating, shave or use depilatory cream to remove unwanted body hair. Do not use shaving cream.
Use a hair conditioner to avoid creating a barrier on the skin found with shaving creams. If you prefer to
wax, do it 3-4 days before.

8 Hours Prior to your Spray Tan:
Shower, but do not apply body oils or moisturizer to skin (unless you have very dry skin) as this can create a
barrier. DO NOT SHOWER LESS THAN 4 HOURS BEFORE YOUR TAN. This will result in a much lighter
than normal result.
Wear clothing to and from your spray tanning appointment that is dark in color, preferably black and loose
fitting (cotton clothing) to avoid excess contact or staining to your clothing after your spray tan.
Do not wear tight fitting jeans, pants, or shorts, or light synthetic fabrics to your appointment. Try a loose
black dress. Plan not to wear a bra until after you shower.
5 Minutes Prior to your Spray Tan:
Remove make up and deodorant (Makeup remover wipes and baby wipes are available at the studio.)
Pull hair up and away from face and neck with a hair tie.
Remove contact lenses, clothing, shoes, and jewelry.
Change into your swimsuit or client disposables.
Apply Chapstick or petroleum jelly to lips to prevent discoloration.
Apply barrier cream to palms of hands and the tops of your feet. You will be provided with Sticky Feet
protective disposable sandals to prevent staining on the soles of your feet.
Pre-Tan Treatments are also available to add to your tanning experience. pH balancing body wipes,
exfoliating wipes, and pH balancing prep gels can get your skin ready in ways that just exfoliating in the
shower at home can't. Ask for more information at your appointment!
Other key factors to keep in mind when preparing for your spray tan:
Any skin care products containing petroleum will interfere with the tanning process before AND after your
tan. They block DHA absorption and fade spray tans. Check the ingredient labels on your skin care products
and discontinue use while you are wearing your tan.
The face always fades faster than the rest of the body. If you are using products that contain Alpha Hydroxy
Acids, Retinoids, or other Vitamin A based exfoliants your skin will not hold a tan for more than 2-3 days. I
recommend purchasing a bottle of mousse to touch up your face while the rest of your tan fades.
If you have had a sunburn and/or are peeling, you CAN NOT spray tan over that. You must wait until at least
a week after before getting a spray tan or it will look horrible. No exceptions. Trust me.

WHAT TO WEAR
You may tan topless if you are comfortable, but I do require that each person tanning wear a
covering over their genital area. If you would like to avoid tan lines, we can adjust the straps
during spraying, and I can have you wear a disposable paper bottom to minimize as much as
possible.
If you would like to wear clothing during the spray tan, it is highly recommended to wear
something dark that will not easily stain. Bathing suits and dark colored underwear are perfect. It
is recommended that bathing suits not have long ties that can block the spray and leave white
spots.
Just before stepping into the tanning area, I'll have you put a pair of paper stickers on the bottoms
of your feet to protect the soles from absorbing any solution. You'll then apply lotion to the backs
of hands, palms, ankles, and tops of feet. If you would like to wear a pair of disposable nose filters
during your spray, please let me know. I have those available as well as disposable paper bottoms
in bikini and thong sizes.
Make sure you are not wearing any makeup, deodorant, perfume, or lotion for at least 8 hours
before your spray tan. If you have to come after work, you may remove makeup and deodorant
with wipes here in the studio, but be advised this may interfere with the tanning process and
result in a slightly lighter end result in those areas.
Do not plan to wear a bra, socks/closed shoes, tight clothing, or face mask home after your
tanning session. These items will rub the solution off the skin before it has absorbed and will
result in streaks or uneven tanning.
If there is inclement weather, you can still spray tan! Just bring an umbrella with you!

MAINTAINING YOUR TAN
Before Your Shower:
Avoid any activity that would cause sweating; exercise, cleaning, or showering, as your spray tan is
developing during these hours. Contact with water or sweat could result in lines or uneven tanning.
If you choose to sleep in your spray tan so that it darkens overnight, please cover your bed with dark
sheets and pillow cases so that any bronzer does not stain your regular sheets.
After Your Recommended Wait Period:
When you shower, you will see some color wash away from your skin. This is completely normal, and
was only the bronzer. The bronzer is used to give immediate tan results, but also so that the technician
may see where they are applying solution. Do not be concerned by this, as your developed tan is still
there.
Use WARM WATER ONLY. Do NOT use any soap until 24 hours after your tan.
While you are drying, remember to pat, not rub your skin.
You may use deodorant, lotion, soap, and perfume after 24 hours.
The Life of your Spray Tan: (Post Tan Care):
The life of your spray tan depends on the care you take of your skin. Be sure to moisturize twice a day. The
following products have been shown to reduce the number of days that a spray tan will remain on the skin,
so try to find alternatives or simply avoid these products until before your next spray tanning session.
-Band Aids, Face Masks, or Biore Pore Strips -Anti Aging or Anti Acne products
-Bar Soaps -Hair Removal Creams and Shaving
If at all possible, you should try to avoid contact with chlorine or excessive sweating inside of closed toed
shoes, as both can lead to premature fading of a spray tan. If you notice uneven or premature fading of your
spray tan, you can always correct this by touching up your spray tan with self tanning mousse.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Spray tanning is not an exact science, and if you are new to it, then there could be a learning curve until you and your spray
tanning technician figure out exactly which product works best for your skin type. This is not meant to concern you, but
rather educate you in case you need this kind of information in the next couple of days.
Face: No one wants to have an off colored or splotchy face. If this happens, don’t panic. Your face will fade faster than any
other part of your body. That said, you can use any facial scrub to buff out uneven areas. If it came out too dark, then your
best bet is a facial toner, preferably alcohol-free.
Fingernails and toe nails: If your nails are stained, you have a few options. It is widely accepted that Polident in a glass of
water is a great soak to whiten your nails. Nail polish remover will also take excess color from your nail bed or the tops of
toes. Just be sure to dab it with a Q-tip or cotton ball gently until desired color is achieved.
Palms and soles of feet: Mix together baby oil and sugar until you have a thick paste. Massage this into the skin and then
soak in warm water for about 10 minutes. Follow up with another scrub to remove the softened skin.You may have to
repeat this process more than once, but it will lighten the discolored areas. You can also sprinkle a lemon wedge with sugar
and use that to buff the area. This also works for the hands, wrists, or ankles. Keep in mind, excessive use of hand sanitizer
will dry out hands and can cause over darkening or uneven development. Prep hands with lots of lotion in the days leading
up to your spray.
Body: This little trick will be handy for you whether you want to remove your entire tan before your next sunless tan
application, or if you just had a bad sunless tanning color result. First off, relax; grab a robe and some baby oil. Massage the
oil into your skin and then wait at least 30-45 minutes for it to absorb into your skin. Slip into a bath for about 10 minutes,
and then gently exfoliate with a wash cloth. It may take more than one visit to the tub, but this will likely get you where you
need to be.
Got a boob mark on the inside of your bicep? Buff at it with a warm wet washcloth to lighten the area. Avoid too much
scrubbing as that can make it more blotchy. Same goes for uneveness on the chest from perfume. Buff to lighten and retan
after 7-10 days.

No. The answer is always NO. And if you do not tell me
you've had a sunburn in the last two weeks and your tan
turns out like this, that is 100% on you boo.
Other tricky situations:
Streaks: 99.9% of the time, streaks after your first
shower are actually just bronzer still on the skin. Hop
back under the warm water and buff with your PALMS
until it fades. If it's down your legs and still there after
your shower with soap, could be from sweat during
development or urinating during your shower. Gross, I
know, but it fades a tan FYI. There's not much you can
do after the fact. You can gently exfoliate to fade the
legs and reduce how noticeable it is.
White dots show up? This is from a condition called
Tinea Versicolor. It is a type of skin fungus that only
appears when the skin is tanned (either from the sun or
spray tans. This cannot be blended away after the fact,
but if you shower with dandruff shampoo as body wash
for a few weeks, it will get rid of the fungus.

AFTERCARE
PRODUCTS
Want your tan to last as long as possible? Using the right products before and after your spray will
greatly reduce imperfections and extend how long the color lasts- as well as how evenly it fades!
Dry skin is death to spray tans, so for the week leading up to your spray tan, make sure you are using
sulfate free body wash and lotion daily. Exfoliation will also prime the skin for an even result and
keep it from fading unevenly later.
After your spray tan, you'll want to continue to keep the skin hydrated. Make sure your lotion does
not contain any mineral oils or petroleum. This will actually fade a tan. An Extender Lotion actually
contains a bit of DHA to reinfuse the skin with color with each use. It's great to add 2-3 extra days to
the life of the tan, or to use in between tans to give you a kiss of color.
At the studio, I have a variety of Pre and Post Care Products for sale. Examples of the types of
products and their uses are listed below. Please inquire at your appointment for exact availability and
price. Package discounts available on specialty bundles for New Clients, Brides, and Vacations.

Exfoliating Scrub- Used to remove build up of dead skin cells. Created free from mineral oils, this
sunless safe formula is perfect for preparing for your tan or removing the remainder of your old tan
before your next appointment.
Sulfate Free Body Wash- Don't wash your color away in the shower! We have a variety of soaps
and body washes that will not strip your tan or dry your skin. Best Seller: Glo Bar! This specialy
formulated bar soap is made just for spray tanners and is infused with gold shimmer to leave you
feeling soft and literally glowing!
Extender Lotion- Infused with DHA and anti-aging skincare ingredients, each use will not only
hydrate the skin, it will also add a kiss of color so you can get an extra 2-3 days out of your sunless
tan. Options available with or without added bronzers.
Sunless Tanning Mousse- Available in travel size, perfect for touching up the face or other areas that
have faded faster. Apply with one of our brushes available for purchase!
Spray Tan Safe Sunscreen- Going on vacation? Spray tans DO NOT protect against sunburns! Make
sure you don't prematurely fade your tan by using the wrong sunscreen. Hemp oil based sunscreen
available in full or travel size.
pH Equalizer- This easy to use wipe will remove oil skincare products, lotion, deodorant, perfume,
and residue just prior to your spray while balancing the pH of the skin for optimal tanning. It also
encapsulates the "aroma" of the tan as it processes and helps the solution absorb better into the skin.
Highly recommended for all tans and automatically included in all Bridal Tan Second Sprays. Available
as an Add-On during your appointment.

AND LASTLY...
Let's keep in touch and keep the love going! I love seeing photos of you rocking your tan,
so please email, text, or tag me in them! This also greatly helps boost and promote my
business with images from real clients to showcase for future tanners.
Send me a photo to use, and I'll give you your next tan HALF PRICE! Tag me on social
media and save $10 off your next tan.
Reviews are even more important so if you want to rack up the savings or just don't feel
comfortable sharing images, CLICK HERE to leave me some love on Google. Yes! Right
from your phone! I'll reward you with a $10 GC to use on your next tan.

REVIEW US!
On Google, Yelp, or Vagaro

BOOK YOUR NEXT TAN!
www.vagaro.com/beautybysue

FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
@sunlesstansva
We're clickable!

